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The Priest
Description T/K.

Baby Got Back
Baby Got Back is a stimulating set of page-turning
stories of anal fun. Rachel Kramer Bussel has edited
some of the bestselling erotica books in the business
and this is her first book devoted to all manner of
backdoor pleasures. These daring and, dare we say,
cheeky sex stories have a lot of variety. plenty of
excitement and offer much erotic inspiration. Whether
you love anal sex or have never tried it, Baby Got
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Back, edited by award-winning author and editor
Rachel Kramer Bussel, offers a peek at what happens
when men and women check their inhibitions at the
door. You'll find bend over boyfriends, butt plugs, "A
Taste of Jamaica" and "Body Heat." In "Rectified,"
when Lela gets bored with every sex position out
there, Brad arrives to teach her about one she learns
is everything she'd hoped for and more. In "Delivery,"
Lynn takes a break from a Vegas bachelorette party
so Wesley can show her a very good time. Whether
exploring a new side of backdoor pleasure or
affirming their passion for this sometimes taboo
activity, the characters in this book savor every
moment.

Nameless
Tired of feeling like life is passing her by, Chloe
Sinclair experiences a passionate encounter with a
stranger she meets at a party, but her brief affair
could have unexpected repercussions when she
discovers that the stranger is actually cutthroat
corporate raider Sterling Prescott, the man who is
threatening to take over the TV station where she
works. Original.

The Mistress
Keep your friends close and your enemies
closerpreferably in bed. That's always been Kingsley
Edge's strategy with his associate, the notorious New
York dominatrix Nora Sutherlin. But with Nora away in
Kentucky, now it's Kingsley's chance to take her place
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at the feet of the only man he's ever wanted-Sø ren,
Nora's on-again, off-again lover-until a new threat
from an old enemy forces him to confront his past.
Wes Railey is still the object of Nora's tamest yet most
maddening fantasies, and the one man she can't
forget. He's young. He's wonderful. He's also
thoroughbred royalty and she's in his world now. But
Nora is no simpering Southern belle, and her dream of
fitting into Wesley's world is perpetually at odds with
her dear Sø ren's relentlessly seductive pull. Two
worlds of wealth and passion call to her and
whichever one Nora chooses, it will be the hardest
decision she will ever have to makeunless someone
makes it for her.

The Siren
Mona Lisa St. James made a deathbed promise that
she would do anything to save her mother's art
gallery. Unfortunately, not only is The Red painted
red, but it's in the red.Just as she realizes she has no
choice but to sell it, a mysterious man comes in after
closing time and makes her an offer: He will save The
Red if she agrees to submit to him for the period of
one year.The man is handsome, English, and terribly
temptingbut surely her mother didn't mean for Mona
to sell herself to a stranger. Then again, she did
promise to do anything to save The Red"The Red" is a
novel of erotic fantasy from Tiffany Reisz,
international bestselling author of "The Bourbon
Thief" and the Original Sinners series.

Finley
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A trained submissive Eleanor will do whatever her
master commands even spend a week with a
stranger. Daniel has been a recluse since his wife's
death, and Eleanor's lover thinks spending time with
her will be therapeutic – especially since Daniel is also
a Dom. Despite her defiant streak, Eleanor can't resist
giving in to Daniel's erotic demands. But while she'll
let him have her body, she's determined to keep a
guard around her heart. Even if Daniel wasn't to make
Eleanor his permanently.

Michael's Wings
Read the book NYT bestselling author Whitney G
called "a sexy, fast paced read that'll leave you hot,
panting, and completely captivated!” Fire captain and
bar owner Becker Thomas usually spends his nights
alone, trying to escape painful memories from his
past. When he meets a sexy, free-spirited brunette
outside his bar, he knows he's found the perfect way
to forget for one night. But when he discovers the
woman he wants back in his bed is his best friend's
sister, everything comes to a halt. Megan Jansen has
one rule—no firemen. Just out of a toxic relationship,
she's only in Hidden Oaks long enough to visit her
brother and photograph the local calendar before she
slips off on another adventure. The brooding man who
gave her the best sex ever is an unexpected surprise.
The problem is, he's her brother's friendand a
fireman. She knows she's going to get burned, but
keeping their hands off each other is easier said than
done. Previously released on Entangled’s Brazen
imprint (September 2014), now updated for a new
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readership! Each book in the Fighting Fire series is
STANDALONE: * Burn for Me * Melt For Him *
Consumed By You

The Lucky Ones
USA Today bestseller Tiffany Reisz turns back the
clock on her Original Sinners series to the Victorian
era in this kinky Christmas romance… Two days
before Christmas 1871, the newly-minted Baron
Marcus Stearns returns to London for the reading of
his long-estranged and much-despised father’s will,
fully certain he will inherit nothing but the title. He
receives the shock of his life when he learns that he
and his sister Lady Claire will only inherit their late
father’s vast estate if he marries—immediately.
Kingsley, the Baron’s lover and devoted valet, offers a
simple solution to a seemingly Herculean task—the
Baron should simply marry his beautiful ward Eleanor.
Yet while the Baron longs to do just that…he
possesses a dangerous secret that threatens to
destroy their marriage before it’s hardly begun.
Written in the spirit of "Once More, With Feeling” (the
musical episode of Buffy the Vampire Slayer) and
“Atomic Shakespeare” (the legendary "Taming of the
Shrew" episode of Moonlighting), comes A Midwinter
Night's Dream, an Original Sinners Victorian
Christmas novella.

The Saint
Martha Leigh's arrival at Mount Mellyn, an eerie
mansion set high on the Cornish cliffs, leaves her with
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a sense of deep foreboding. She is dreading her new
life as a governess, particularly when she meets her
arrogant employer, Con TreMellyn and his precocious
young daughter Alvean.

The Unspoken
Want more than "Fifty Shades"? Mills & Boon have the
answer with "12 Shades of Surrender"! All 12 stories
promise unforgettable romances with a sinful edge surrender to pure reading pleasureThis title offers two
6-in-1 volumes of short stories for fans of "Fifty
Shades of Grey". Daring and seductive, dealing with
similar themes to "Fifty Shades", all 12 stories
promise scorching hot reads, as well as emotionally
charged romances that will be sure to entice readers
of "Modern" and "Blaze"

The Queen
Seven Day Loan
After the death of Queen Eleanor, Beauty and Laurent
are implored to take the throne and uphold the ways
of complete sensual surrender that have made
Eleanor's realm a legend.

The Angel
Tiffany Reisz’s USA Today bestselling Original Sinners
series returns with the long-awaited sequel to The
Queen. When a New Orleans parish priest is found
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dead of an apparent suicide, the police see no reason
to investigate. Private detective Cyrus Tremont knows
a cover-up when he sees it, however. A former cop,
he’s seen it allor so he thought. Clues point him in the
direction of Nora Sutherlin, an erotic romance writer
who moonlights as a dominatrix. Together, they form
an unlikely bond built on their shared need for justice.
As Cyrus is drawn deeper into Nora’s underground
world of pleasure and pain, what lines will he cross to
discover the truth about the priest? And what will he
and Nora do with the truth once they find it? The
Priest is the beginning of a new era for Reisz’s
Original Sinners series, and the perfect jumping-on
point for new readers.

Mistress of Mellyn
Who knew that BDSM would become the biggest
trend in book publishing? Rachel Kramer Bussel did
and has emerged as one of the top writers, editors
and experts on the subject. Serving Him pays homage
to those irresistible men who control their partners
with a glance, a pair of handcuffs, or a firm smack on
the bottom. As true tops, the bossy hunks in these
stories understand that erotic BDSM is about exulting
in power that is freely yielded. Rachel and her coterie
of contributors cover the full range of the male dom’s
brand of sensual sadism, from spanking and bondage
to public sex and power exchange.

Rapture: The Shadowdwellers
Revisit the stunning conclusion to Tiffany Reisz’s fanPage 7/26
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favorite Original Sinners series… Once upon a time,
Nora and Søren made a fateful deal—if he gave her
everything, she would give him forever. The time has
finally come to keep their promises. Out of money and
out of options after her yearlong exile, Eleanor
Schreiber agrees to join forces with Kingsley Edge,
the king of kink. After her first taste of power as a
Dominant, Eleanor buries her old submissive self and
transforms into Mistress Nora, the Red Queen. With
the help of a mysterious young man with a job even
more illicit than her own, Nora squares off against a
cunning rival in her quest to become the most
respected, the most feared Dominatrix in the
Underground. While new lovers and the sweet taste of
freedom intoxicate Nora, she is tempted time and
time again by Søren, her only love and the one man
who refuses to bow to her. But when Søren accepts a
new church assignment in a dangerous country, she
must make an agonizing choice—will the queen keep
her throne and let her lover go, or trade in her crown
for Søren’s collar? With a shattering final confession,
the last link in the chain is forged in The Original
Sinners saga. It’s the closing chapter in a story of
salvation, sacrifice and the multitude of scars we
collect in the name of ecstasy—and love. Originally
published in 2015

A Midwinter Night's Dream
"The Paris Game is a sexy noir romance--a gritty,
thrilling peek between dangerous Parisian sheets."
-Tiffany Reisz, Award-Winning and International
Bestselling Author of The Original Sinners series (Mira
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Books) On the darker side of Paris, it’s dangerous to
not pay your debts… A singer in a jazz club past its
prime, Sera Durand must come up with thousands of
euros to pay back her boss, a ruthless gangster. A
confrontation with her ex, an art dealer profiting on
the wrong side of the law, leads her into a
questionable wager, but one that could solve her
problems. Marc Perron knows a winning proposition
when he sees one. Seducing a shy young woman of
Sera’s acquaintance will be the easiest thing in the
world, and the prize, to have Sera in his bed once
again, is worth the chance of losing a sizable sum.
What he didn’t expect was the depth of Sera’s
desperation. When one of his deals goes awry, Marc’s
solution could cost them more than money… More
praise for 'The Paris Game': "Characters who grab
you. A plot that takes hold and won't let go. Sexy and
seductive, 'The Paris Game' is modern noir at its
best." -Cathy Pegau, author of Rulebreaker and
Caught in Amber "Dark, mysterious, sexy. Noir at its
best." -Roxy Boroughs, author of A Stranger’s Touch

The Last Good Knight Part V: The Last
Good Night (Mills & Boon Spice) (The
Original Sinners: The Red Years - short
story)
Columnist Bridget Hartwell agrees to write about
BDSM to impress her new executive editor at Sultry,
the "sex-positive magazine for sex-positive women."
Unfortunately, it's a topic she knows absolutely
nothing about…but if she ever wants that promotion,
she'll need to learn the ropes, fast. English professor
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Max Harlow is active in the Dom/sub scene, but only
for casual play. He's never found his ideal partner: a
woman who is his equal, but sexually submissive.
When he's asked to explain the lifestyle to his cute
but obviously inexperienced neighbor, Max is certain
it's best to approach it academically—to keep things
purely professional. Until Bridget's first article is a
huge hit, giving her the perfect excuse to delve
deeper into the naturally submissive side of her
sexuality. As their encounters intensify and each of
her boundaries is skillfully pushed, Bridget must
decide what this all means…for her identity, her
career and, most importantly, her future with Max.
60,000 words

The Prince
There’s punishment—and then there’s vengeance.
Find both in book four of Tiffany Reisz’s fan-favorite
Original Sinners series… Nora Sutherlin is in
handcuffs, held captive by two men. Under different
circumstances, she would enjoy the situation
immensely, but her captors aren’t interested in play.
Or pity. As the reality of her impending peril unfolds,
Nora becomes Scheherazade, buying each hour of her
life with stories—sensual tales of Søren, Kingsley and
Wesley, each of whom has tempted and tested and
tortured her in his own way. This, Nora realizes, is her
life: nothing so simple, so vanilla, as a mere love
triangle for her. It’s a knot in a silken cord, a tangled
mass of longings of the body and the heart and the
mind. And it may unravel at any moment. But in
Nora’s world, no one is ever truly powerless—a cadre
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of her friends, protectors and lovers stands ready to
do anything to save her, even when the only certainty
seems to be sacrifice and heartbreak…. Originally
published in 2013

Melt For Him
Circe Quinn goes to sleep at home and wakes up in a
corral filled with women wearing sacrificial virgin
attire - and she is one of them. She soon finds out
that she’s not having a wild dream, she’s living a
frightening nightmare where she’s been transported
to a barren land populated by a primitive people and
in short order, she’s installed very unwillingly on her
white throne of horns as their Queen. Dax Lahn is the
king of Suh Tunak, The Horde of the nation of
Korwahk and with one look at Circe, he knows she will
be his bride and together they will start The Golden
Dynasty of legend. Circe and Lahn are separated by
language, culture and the small fact she’s from a
parallel universe and has no idea how she got there or
how to get home. But facing challenge after
challenge, Circe finds her footing as Queen of the
brutal Korwahk Horde and wife to its King, then she
makes friends then she finds herself falling in love
with this primitive land, its people and especially their
savage leader.

The Red
Notorious Nora Sutherlin is famous for her delicious
works of erotica, each one more popular with readers
than the last. But her latest manuscript is different —
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more serious, more personal — and she's sure it'll be
her breakout bookif it ever sees the light of day.
Zachary Easton holds Nora's fate in his wellmanicured hands. The demanding British editor
agrees to handle the book on one condition: he wants
complete control. Nora must rewrite the entire novel
to his standards — in six weeks — or no deal. Nora's
gruelling writing sessions with Zach are drainingand
shockingly arousing. And a dangerous former lover
has her wondering which is more torturous — staying
away from him or returning to his bed? Nora thought
she knew everything about being pushed to your
limits. But in a world where passion is pain, nothing is
ever that simple.

We Shouldn't
Return to USA Today bestseller Tiffany Reisz's Original
Sinners series with Winter Tales, a collection of three
fan-favorite Christmas novellas plus a brand-new
novella exclusive to this anthology. In December
Wine, the long-awaited story of Nora Sutherlin's first
meeting with Nico can finally be told. Nora enlists her
editor (and sometimes lover) Zach Easton on a
mission to track down Kingsley's long-lost son. Nicolas
"Nico" Delacroix turns out to be young, strikingly
handsome, and very French. He wants nothing to do
with his fatherbut everything to do with Nora. This
special holiday-themed collection also includes the
novellas Poinsettia, The Christmas Truce, and The
Scent of Winter (previously available only as ebooks).
A bonus short story starring Søren rounds out the
Winter Tales anthology.
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The Rose
Three Sinners. Three confessions. And all the dirty
little secrets you could possibly desire Father Stuart
Ballard has been Marcus Stearns' confessor since the
young Jesuit was only eighteen years old. He thought
he'd heard every sin the boy had to confess until
Marcus uttered those three fateful words: "I met
Eleanor." So begins the 40-page "The Confession of
Marcus Stearns," a moving coda to the RITA® Awardwinning Original Sinners series. Originally published
as a limited-edition paperback for the 2014 RT
Booklovers' Convention, and available worldwide for
the first time. This collection also includes "The
Confession of Eleanor Schreiber," a companion
36-page story written exclusively for this book. And,
finally, all secrets are revealed in "The Confession of
Tiffany Reisz," an exclusive, in-depth interview. "I
worship at the altar of Tiffany Reisz! Whip smart, sexy
as hell -- The Original Sinners series knocked me to
my knees." -- New York Times bestselling author
Lorelei James

The Chateau
A fever dream of desires fulfilled. Nestled in the
shadow of the Appalachians is where Gwen Ashby
stumbles upon the William Marshall Academy, and
she's given a trial position as a literature teacher. The
gothic boarding school seems trapped in time yet it
feels like home the moment Gwen arrives. She's
charmed by the lovely buildings, bewitched by the
eager students…and utterly seduced by the
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headmaster. Edwin Yorke is noble, handsome and
infuriatingly proper. But his tweedy exterior and
courtly manners conceal a raw sensual power that
Gwen longs to unleash. It's strangely thrilling to be
the only woman on campus—save one other. An eerie
white-clad figure roams the grounds by night. She
never speaks. She leaves no trace. But this ghostly
blight on Gwen's new dream life is the key to the
Marshall Academy's mysterious allure. RITA® Award
nominated title from International Bestselling Author
Tiffany Reisz.

The Confession
They named it anything but love. After a failed
marriage to a domineering man, Erin refuses to be
controlled by anything or anyone. That includes Seth,
the father of her baby--a man who was supposed to
be only a one-night-stand, a man who's used to
always getting his way. There's a reason that Seth
Thomas, a successful defense attorney, is often
referred to as the Bulldozer. If something needs to
happen, he makes it happen. That includes being part
of his baby's life--even if he never expected to be a
father, even if Erin doesn't really trust him. They'll
work out an arrangement in the best interest of their
baby--and if they occasionally have sex, well, that's
just an added perk--but they both agree on one thing.
What they have will never be love.

Fifty Writers on Fifty Shades of Grey
They called themselves “the lucky ones” They were
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seven children either orphaned or abandoned by their
parents and chosen by legendary philanthropist and
brain surgeon Dr. Vincent Capello to live in The
Dragon, his almost magical beach house on the
Oregon Coast. Allison was the youngest of the lucky
ones living an idyllic life with her newfound familyuntil
the night she almost died, and was then whisked
away from the house and her adopted family forever.
Now, thirteen years later, Allison receives a letter
from Roland, Dr. Capello’s oldest son, warning her
that their father is ill and in his final days. Allison
determines she must go home again and confront the
ghosts of her past. She’s determined to find out what
really happened that fateful night -- was it an accident
or, as she’s always suspected, did one of her beloved
family members try to kill her? But digging into the
past can reveal horrific truths, and when Allison
pieces together the story of her life, she’ll learns the
terrible secret at the heart of the family she once
loved but never really knew.

Serving Him
Elizabeth Tucker continues to fall for the irresistible
Diesel, who protects her from his villianous cousin as
they investigate the murder of a Harvard professor
who was seeking the Luxuria Stone.

12 Shades of Surrender
E. L. James’ Fifty Shades trilogy has fascinated and
seduced millions of readers. In bedrooms, in book
clubs, and in the media, people can’t stop talking
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about it! In Fifty Writers on Fifty Shades of Grey, 50
writers—from romance and erotica authors, to realworld BDSM practitioners, to adult entertainment
industry professionals—continue the conversation.
Fifty Shades as Erotic Fiction Erotic romance writer
Sylvia Day speaks to the new opportunities the Fifty
Shades trilogy has opened up for writers (and
readers!) of erotica Fifty Shades as Sexual
Empowerment Romance novelist Heather Graham
praises the way the books encourage women to
celebrate their own sexual shades of grey Fifty
Shades as Fanfiction Editor Tish Beaty relates the
process behind turning Twilight fanfic Master of the
Universe into Fifty Shades of Grey Fifty Shades as Pop
Culture Fifty Shames of Earl Grey author Andrew
Shaffer compares Fifty Shades to sister-in-literaryscandal Peyton Place Plus • Matrimonial lawyer Sherri
Donovan examines the legalities of Christian’s
contract • Master R of BDSM training chateau La
Domaine Esemar evaluates Christian Grey’s skill as a
Dominant (and offers some professional advice) • And
a whole lot more! Whether you loved Fifty Shades of
Grey, or just want to know why everyone else does,
Fifty Writers on Fifty Shades of Grey is the book for
you. Contributors: • Heather Graham • Sylvia Day •
Andrew Shaffer • M.J. Rose • Sinnamon Love • Judith
Regan • Stacey Agdern • Laura Antoniou • Jennifer
Armintrout • Tish Beaty • Mala Bhattacharjee •
Rachel Kramer Bussel • M. Christian • Suzan Colón •
Joy Daniels • Sherri Donovan • Angela Edwards •
Melissa Febos • Lucy Felthouse • Ryan Field • Selina
Fire • Megan Frampton • Sarah Frantz • Louise Fury •
Lois Gresh • Catherine Hiller • Marci Hirsch • Dr. Hilda
Hutcherson • Debra Hyde • Anne Jamison • D.L. King
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• Dr. Logan Levkoff • Arielle Loren • Sassafras Lowry
• Rachel Kenley • Pamela Madsen • Chris Marks and
Lia Leto • Midori • Master R • Dr. Katherine Ramsland
• Tiffany Reisz • Katharine Sands • Jennifer Sanzo •
Rakesh Satyal • Marc Shapiro • Lyss Stern • Cecilia
Tan • Hope Tarr • Susan Wright • Editor X

The Confessions
Now that the perpetrator has been apprehended,
Nora sadly acknowledges she doesn’t need a
bodyguard anymore. She adores Lance and wants to
keep him but is faced with a dilemma—if she uses her
connections to help Lance, she’ll have to give him up
forever

Beauty's Kingdom
When one of the five remaining survivors of their
defunct religious cult ends up dead from drowning,
the rest begin to think that they too are being
targeted in the way their powerful cult leader
predicted so many years ago. Reprint.

The Headmaster
In Erotic Teasers, award-winning editor Rachel Kramer
Bussel has collected sexy short stories that will keep
you on edge. From orgasm denial to remote control
panties, these characters are made to wait--and they
love every minute. From dominant/submissive
relationships to futuristic settings, they have
perfected the thrill of teasing, taunting, and exerting
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control over their partners, who may protest but
really relish being made to hold off until they're given
permission. Whether teasing as part of a BDSM scene,
onstage at a theater, or via modern technology, these
men and women ache with yearning. These stories
explore the thrill of the opposite of instant
gratification, with orgasms all the more explosive
because of itThis collection includes stories by Tiffany
Reisz, Leandra Vane, Ella Dawson, and Elizabeth
Coldwell, you'll relish every lusty, agonizing moment
as these men and women wait for the most arousing
reward for their patience.

Felt Tips
It's time to come home, Finn. It’s been seven years
since Daniel Finley left his hometown in Florida for the
hustle and bustle of Chicago’s city life. Since then,
he’s worked hard for his position at the prestigious
law firm Leighton & Associates, even when it’s caused
distance and isolation from his family and friends. But
that’s all about to change. On his thirtieth birthday,
he receives the one thing he never dared hope for.
Something that was promised to him years earlier—a
note. One simple sentence from the man he’s never
been able to forget. Six words will forever change the
course of their lives. Brantley Hayes has it all. Or so
he thinks. When he first made the decision to take a
job down in Florida, his family thought he was crazy.
But after years of living in the quiet beach town, he
finally feels a sense of community. He’s surrounded
himself with friends who are like family, has a job he
loves, and owns a spectacular beachfront property
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that is his sanctuary. Yet he still feels unfulfilled, as if
a piece of the puzzle is missing, and he knows exactly
which piece it is. On an impulse, he follows through
with a promise he made years earlier. A promise to
call home the one he sent away. Nothing is as simple
as it seems. After years of separation, the former
lovers are reunited, but Brantley wasn’t expecting to
encounter the high walls now guarding Daniel’s heart.
Daniel may not be the same person he was when he
left, but he knows that the first step to healing is the
note in his hand.

Wicked Business
Revisit the fifth book in Tiffany Reisz’s fan-favorite
Original Sinners series, where Nora Sutherlin,
Manhattan’s most famous dominatrix, was merely a
girl called Eleanor… Rebellious, green-eyed Eleanor
never met a rule she didn’t want to break. She’s sick
of her mother’s zealotry and the confines of Catholic
school, and declares she’ll never go to church again.
But her first glimpse of beautiful, magnetic Father
Marcus Stearns—Søren to her and only her—and his
lust-worthy Italian motorcycle is an epiphany. Eleanor
is consumed—yet even she knows being in love with a
priest can’t be right. But when one desperate mistake
nearly costs Eleanor everything, it is Søren who steps
in to save her. When she vows to repay him with
complete obedience, a whole world opens before her
as he reveals to her his deepest secrets that will
change everything. Danger can be managed—pain,
welcomed. Everything is about to begin. “I worship at
the altar of Tiffany Reisz! Whip smart, sexy as
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hell—The Original Sinners series knocked me to my
knees.” —New York Times bestselling author Lorelei
James Originally published in 2014

Sinfully Sexy
As the Jack-of-All-Wicked-Trades for a secretive
French military intelligence agency, Lieutenant
Kingsley Boissonneault has done it all-spied, lied, and
killed under orders. But his latest assignment is quite
out of the ordinary. His commanding officer's nephew
has disappeared inside a sex cult, and Kingsley has
been tasked with bringing him home to safety.The
cult's holy book is "Story of O," the infamous French
novel of extreme sado-masochism. Their château is a
looking-glass world where women reign and men are
their willing slaves. Or are they willing? It's Kingsley's
mission to find out.Once inside the château, however,
Kingsley quickly falls under the erotic spell cast by the
enigmatic Madame, a woman of wisdom, power, and
beauty. She offers Kingsley the one thing he's always
wanted. But the price? Giving up forever the only
person he's ever loved.

The Paris Game
One afternoon. Two stubborn people. Five months
into a no-strings-attached relationship. Twenty-eight
days until he leaves for London for good. One
challenge. Two hours. Three words that cannot be
spoken. And, if he wins, she comes seven times Seven
is a sexy, standalone novella of 30,000 words.
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Seven
Bestselling author Tiffany Reisz returns with an
imaginative tale of lust and magic, and the dangers
unleashed when the two are combined… On the day
of Lia’s university graduation party, her
parents—wealthy art collectors with friends in high
places—gift her a beautiful wine cup, a rare artifact
decorated with roses. It’s a stunning gift, and one that
August Bowman, a friend of her parents and a guest
at Lia’s party, also has his eye on. The cup, August
tells her, is known as the Rose Kylix, and it’s no
ordinary cup. It was used in the temple ceremonies of
Eros, Greek god of erotic love, and has the power to
bring the most intimate sexual fantasies to life. But
Lia is skeptical of August’s claims of the cup’s
mythology and magic—after all, he’s a collector
himself, and she suspects he just wants to get his
hands on this impressive piece of art. So he dares her
to try it for herself, and when Lia drinks from the Rose
Kylix she is suddenly immersed in an erotic myth so
vivid it seems real—as though she’s living out the
most sensual fantasy with August by her side…
Realizing the true power of this ancient and
dangerous relic, Lia is even more wary of giving it up,
though August insists it is only safe with him. He’s
willing to pay the full value of the cup, but Lia has
another type of trade in mind. One that finds them
more tangled up in each other—and in fantasy—than
either was prepared for.

Erotic Teasers
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From #1 New York Times Bestseller Vi Keeland,
comes a new, sexy standalone novel. Bennett Fox
walked into my life on one hell of a crappy Monday
morning. I was late for the first day at my new job—a
job I’d now have to compete for even though I’d
already worked eight years to earn it, because of an
unexpected merger. While I lugged my belongings up
to my new office, a meter maid wrote me a parking
summons. She’d ticketed a long line of cars—except
for the Audi parked in front of me, which happened to
be the same make and model as mine. Annoyed, I
decided to regift my ticket to the car that had evaded
a fine. Chances were, the owner would pay it and be
none the wiser. Except, I accidentally broke the
windshield wiper while slipping the ticket onto the
car’s window. Seriously, my day couldn’t get any
worse. Things started to perk up when I ran into a
gorgeous man in the elevator. We had one of those
brief moments that only happened in movies. You
know the deal…your body lights up, fireworks go off,
and the air around you crackles with electricity. His
heated stare left me flush when I stepped off the
elevator. Maybe things here wouldn’t be so bad after
all. Or so I thought. Until I walked into my new boss’s
office and met my competition. The gorgeous man
from the elevator was now my nemesis. His heated
stare wasn’t because of any mutual attraction. It was
because he’d saw me vandalize his car. And now he
couldn’t wait to annihilate his rival. There’s a fine line
between love and hate—and we shouldn’t cross it. We
shouldn’t—but straddling that line could be so much
fun.
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The Bourbon Thief
Betrayal, revenge and a family scandal that bore a
150–year–old mystery When Cooper McQueen wakes
up from a night with a beautiful stranger, it's to
discover he's been robbed. The only item stolen—a
million-dollar bottle of bourbon. The thief, a
mysterious woman named Paris, claims the bottle is
rightfully hers. After all, the label itself says it's
property of the Maddox family who owned and
operated the Red Thread Bourbon distillery since the
last days of the Civil War, until the company went out
of business for reasons no one knows… No one except
Paris. In the small hours of a Louisville morning, Paris
unspools the lurid tale of Tamara Maddox, heiress to
the distillery that became an empire. Theirs is a
legacy of wealth and power, but also of lies, secrets
and sins of omission. Why Paris wants the bottle of
Red Thread remains a secret until the truth of her
identity is at last revealed, and the century-old
vengeance Tamara vowed against her family can
finally be completed.

Purely Professional
No safe word can protect the heart Infamous erotica
author and accomplished dominatrix Nora Sutherlin is
doing something utterly out of character: hiding.
While her longtime lover, Søren—whose fetishes, if
exposed, would be his ruin—is under scrutiny pending
a major promotion, Nora's lying low and away from
temptation in the lap of luxury. Her host, the wealthy
and uninhibited Griffin Fiske, is thrilled to have Nora
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stay at his country estate, especially once he meets
her traveling companion. Young, inexperienced and
angelically beautiful, Michael has become Nora's
protégé, and this summer with Griffin is going to be
his training, where the hazing never ends. But while
her flesh is willing, Nora's mind is wandering. To
thoughts of Søren, her master, under investigation by
a journalist with an ax to grind. And to another man
from Nora's past, whose hold on her is less bruising,
but whose secrets are no less painful. It's a summer
that will prove the old adage: love hurts.

The Golden Dynasty
Shoshanna Evers, Kelly Jamieson, Karen Stivali, Karen
Booth, and forty other authors share their officesupply-inspired fantasies in Felt Tips, an eclectic
anthology of erotic literature. This collection is edited
by bestselling author Tiffany Reisz, who contributes
"Teacher's Pet," a brand-new Original Sinners short
story. All proceeds from the sale of Felt Tips will be
donated to an organization that helps struggling
schools supply their classrooms.

Winter Tales
The Shadowdwellers live in a realm of darkness and
sensuality, where order is prized and sin must be
punished. Yet for Magnus, the head priest of
Sanctuary, salvation rests with the one woman who
can entice him to break every rule. . . She Was The
Ultimate Temptation Magnus is a man of
contradictions--a spiritual leader in a warrior's body.
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To him, laws are for enforcing and visions must be
followed--even if that means freeing a beautiful slave
and making her his reluctant handmaiden. Betrayed
once before, Magnus can barely bring himself to trust
another woman. Yet Daenaira's fiery innocence is
drawing them both into a reckless inferno of desire.
Daenaira grew up hearing tales of a fearsome priest
who seemed more myth than reality. But Magnus is
very real--every inch of him--and so is the treachery
surrounding them. Beneath Sanctuary's calm surface,
an enemy is scheming to unleash havoc on the
Shadowdwellers, unless Magnus trusts in a union
ordained by fate, and sealed by unending bliss. . .
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